
Most data are born digital and pass directly into data 
transformation and analysis. The leading statistical 
analysis packages (SPSS, Stata, SAS, R) are often used for 
data management and data transformation.

The Data Creation Pipeline

The Problem: Many scientists in a wide variety of disciplines use statistical analysis packages (SPSS, Stata, SAS, R) for data management and data transformations.  These packages include limited 
metadata, and they do not record provenance information about data transformations.  Consequently, metadata are created by hand after data transformations have been completed.  This is a 
slow, ine�cient process and much valuable information is lost.  The C²Metadata Project will create a continuous work�ow for metadata creation by automating the capture of data transformations 
performed by statistical analysis software.

Researchers use command scripts to operate statistical analysis packages. We can extract data transformation information from 
command scripts and use that information to update metadata �les.  

Metadata can often be extracted directly from the data 
creation process. However, changes made by statistical 
analysis packages (SPSS, Stata, SAS, R) make the original 
metadata obsolete. Data transformations are documented 
manually and incompletely.

The Metadata Data Creation Pipeline 
before C²Metadata
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The Script Parser reads the command script, outputting a description of the data 
transformations in a standardized form – Validation & Transformation Language (VTL).

Step 1. Parsing the command script and creating VTL

The C²Metadata Pipeline: Data and metadata are changed in parallel.

The Metadata Updater uses the VTL to add data transformations 
into the original metadata file.

Step 2. VTL is used to update the metadata file

The C²Metadata Solution
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